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Mathura and Ceylon: the Buddha is represented as the
calm ascetic Yogi and teacher, and these works of the third
century a.d, are unsurpassed as pure sculpture. More
delicate and decorative are the contemporary Amaravati
sculptures, but less other-worldly and impressive. They
may be compared with the earliest frescoes of Ajanta, and
with their contemporaries of the Gandhara school. The
images of the Guptan age are sophisticated and idealized.,
They are not perhaps as strong or as vigorous as those of
Mathura, but they are highly wrought classical master-
pieces. Greek inspiration has brought out the true genius
of Indian sculpture.
^ In painting too India has leapt forward; from the earliest
Ajanta frescoes, belonging perhaps to the second century
a.d. (themselves no doubt the successors of lost works),
to the masterpieces of Caves XVI and XVII, is a great
advance. And this series is a very precious record. We see
the artists growing in architectonic power, in mastery of
, technique and in understanding of the dramatic contrast
between the lovely yet transient world of the senses and the
lovelier unchanging calm of Nirvana. They were guided
consciously or subconsciously by the Canons of Indian
painting which insist on knowledge of form, on balance
of composition, on the impression of charm, and on the
artistic use of colour.
To study the best of the Ajanta compositions is to understand
these Canons at a glance. These painters are at once secular and
religious—they see the fair forms of women and their lures, but they
use them as parts of a process leading on to a heavenly calm. They
are masters too of realistic portrayal of nature: the elephant, the
monkey, the peacock and all the rich and varied life of the jungle to
which the Buddha had gone for his parables and similes, and which
Buddhist teachers found ready to their hand in the folk-lore of old.
Of the portrayal of secular life by the Ajanta artists we may say with
an early poet, 'it is that of great courts and palaces charming the
mind by their noble routine'.
Such are the splendid contemporary works at Sigiri in
Ceylon: ladies of the harem going to worship.

